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Overview

This paper investigates a class of restrictive intermediate stages that emerge during L1
phonological acquisition, and argues that these stages are naturally accounted for within a
gradual learning model that uses weighted constraints. The particular type of pattern of
interest here – Intermediate Faithfulness (IF) stages – involves the preservation of marked
structures just in privileged environments. We illustrate this with data from Bat-El
(2007), which shows the innovation of morphologically-sensitive phonology during the
acquisition of Hebrew. The resulting IF stage displays greater faithfulness in nouns – a
privileged context (Smith 2000, 2001) – than in non-nouns. Like other IF stages, it
emerges without any direct support from the target grammar (Revthiadou & Tzakosta,
Rose 2000, Tessier 2007a).
Our IF-stage analysis makes use of a gradual on-line learner and a grammar of
weighted constraints (as in Harmonic Grammar (HG); Legendre et al. 1990, Smolensky
& Legendre 2006). In this model, the harmony score H of a candidate R is calculated by
multiplying its violations of each constraint {C1(R),C2(R),…,Cn(R)} by the weights
associated with those constraints {w1,w2,…,wn} and summing, as in (1). The candidate
with the highest resulting harmony score is deemed optimal.
(1)

H(R) = (C1(R)*w1) + (C2(R)*w2) + … + (Cn(R)*wn)

In many situations the HG optimization procedure gives much the same result as
the ranked constraints of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 2004). This is
illustrated schematically in (2a), where each candidate violates only one constraint. The
input here is the marked element /A/, which occurs in a non-privileged environment in
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this example. The faithful candidate [A] violates Markedness (w=70), giving it a
harmony score of -1(70) = -70, while the unfaithful candidate [B] violates General
Faithfulness (w=50), giving it a harmony score of -1(50) = -50. The harmony score of
output [B] is thus higher than that of output [A], and so the marked input structure /A/
maps unfaithfully to [B].1 This is the same output as would be selected with an OT
ranking of Markedness >> General Faithfulness >> Specific Faithfulness.
(2) a. Marked structures are not generally permitted /Anon-privileged/  [B]
Markedness GenFaith SpecFaith
H
/Anon-privileged/
w = 70
w = 50
w = 40
A (faithful)
-1
-1(70) = -70
 B (unfaithful)
-1
-1(50) = -50
The analysis of IF stages developed here builds on a property of HG that is not
shared with OT – the ability multiple lower-weighted constraints to gang up to overcome
a higher-weighted constraint. In (2b), for example, input /A/ is found in a privileged
environment, making the Specific Faithfulness constraint relevant. The faithful candidate
[A] violates Markedness, giving it a harmony score of -1(70) = -70, while the unfaithful
candidate [B] violates both General Faithfulness and Specific Faithfulness, giving it a
harmony score of -1(50) + -1(40) = -90. The harmony score of [A] is thus greater than
that of [B], making the faithful candidate [A] the winner in the privileged context.
(2) b. Marked structures are permitted in privileged contexts /Aprivileged/  [A]
Markedness GenFaith SpecFaith
H
/Aprivileged/
w = 70
w = 50
w = 40
 A (faithful)
-1
-1(70) = -70
B (unfaithful)
-1
-1
-1(50) + -1(40) = -90
The constraint weights are the same in (2a) and (2b); it is the difference in
constraint violations and the availability of gang effects that gives rise to the IF profile
where the marked structure /A/ is mapped faithfully just in privileged environments. This
set of mappings can, of course, be generated in OT through a ranking of SpecFaith >>
Markedness >> GenFaith. A parallel set of weighting conditions – i.e., wSpecFaith >
wMarkedness > wGenFaith – will also achieve this effect. The HG optimization
procedure does not add to the typology here (cf. Pater, Potts & Bhatt 2007); instead, it
simply provides an additional means by which the IF pattern can be generated.
The gradual error-driven HG learner discussed in this paper – i.e., the HG-GLA –
naturally passes through the gang-effect-based IF stage described above. The learner
begins with a basic wMarkedness > wFaithfulness bias and gradually adjusts the weights
of the constraints on the basis of target-language evidence. Under this approach, as the
weights of the General and Specific Faithfulness constraints increase, the gang effect IF
1

Constraint violations are represented as negative numbers (-1 in these tableaux) and constraint
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has the effect of making zero the maximum possible harmony score for any candidate.
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pattern in (2a) and (2b) naturally emerges and the learner passes easily through the
restrictive subset grammar on the way to the target. The same HG-GLA procedure also
achieves considerable success in ensuring restrictiveness for end-state grammars (see
Jesney & Tessier 2007, Magri 2007, Pater, Jesney & Tessier 2007, Tessier 2007b).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents word truncation
data from Hebrew acquisition and reanalyzes the morphologically-sensitive stage
identified by Bat-El (2007) as an IF stage where nouns are the privileged context.
Section 3 spells out how IF stages emerge in the HG-GLA approach, and discusses the
difficulties faced by a gradual learner that instead uses ranked OT constraints. Section 4
offers concluding remarks and directions for further research.
2.

Stages of Word Truncation in Hebrew Acquisition

Word truncation is a very common type of intermediate stage in L1 phonological
development in which the child deletes entire syllables from a target word to create a
prosodic shape that is unmarked with respect to stress placement, foot alignment or other
factors (see e.g., Demuth & Fee 1995, Fikkert 1994, Pater 1997). Longitudinal studies by
Adam (2002) and Ben-David (2001) report two early stages of word truncation in
Hebrew acquisition – a Trochaic Stage where words are truncated to a single trochee,
followed by a Disyllabic Stage where words are truncated to a single disyllable regardless
of stress. This section analyzes these two stages within the HG framework laid out
above, and then turns to the grammar of a child discussed by Bat-El (2007) where these
two patterns co-exist. We argue that the innovative pattern of this final child represents
an IF stage where General Faithfulness and Noun-Specific Faithfulness gang up to
overcome conflicting markedness pressures.
2.1

The Hebrew Trochaic Stage

During the Trochaic Stage in Hebrew acquisition all target words are truncated to a single
moraic or syllabic trochee built around the input stressed syllable.
(3)

The Hebrew Trochaic stage:
/…Sw/  [(Sw)]
/…wS/  [(S)]

Representative data are given below; mean age of the children at this stage is 1;2 (Avivit
Ben-David, p.c.).
(4)

Data from the Trochaic Stage (Adam 2002: 72-73)
input: /…Sw/
input: /…wS/
target
child
gloss
target
child
gloss
‘book’
‘ball’
se.fer
fe.fe
ka.dur
dur
‘necklace’
‘soap’
ar.e.ret
e.tet
sa.bon
bon
‘to close’
la.re.det
de.det ‘to get down’
lis.or
or
‘to open’
‘kiss’ (n.)
lif.to.ax
o.ax
ne..ka ka
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In our analysis two markedness constraints drive this pattern: ALIGN-FT-L, which
requires that the left edge of every foot be aligned with the left edge of a Prosodic Word
(McCarthy & Prince 1993 et seq), and TROCHEE, which requires that feet be left-headed.2
As illustrated in (5) below, when both of these constraints are weighted more heavily
than MAXV, which militates against vowel and therefore syllable deletion, all pre-tonic
syllables are elided, yielding the Trochaic Stage.
(5) a. Longer words with penultimate stress are truncated: /wSw/  [(Sw)] 3
TROCHEE ALIGN-FT-L
MAXV
/ar.e.ret/
H
‘necklace’
w=100
w=100
w=0
 (e.tet)
-1
-1(0) = 0
-1
-1(100) = -100
ar.(e.tet)
(5) b. Disyllables with final stress are also truncated: /wS/  [(S)]
MAXV
TROCHEE ALIGN-FT-L
/ka.dur/
H
‘ball’
w=100
w=100
w=0
 (dur)
-1
-1(0) = 0
-1
-1(100) = -100
ka.(dur)
-1
-1(100) = -100
(ka.dur)
The early Trochaic Stage thus requires that the two Markedness constraints each
have a greater weight than the conflicting IO-Faithfulness constraint – the familiar
M >> F initial state discussed in the OT literature (e.g., Gnanadesikan 2004, Smolensky
1996; see Jesney & Tessier 2007 for discussion of this bias in HG). With MAXV low
weighted, syllables are freely truncated to ensure that the ideal trochaic shape is met.
(6)
2.2

Trochaic Stage:

wALIGN-FT-L, wTROCHEE > wMAXV

The Hebrew Disyllabic Stage

During the second stage of Hebrew word truncation – the Disyllabic Stage – all words
surface with up to two syllables and either initial or final stress. Both trochees and iambs
are now permitted, depending upon the location of input stress.
(7)

The Hebrew Disyllabic stage:
/…Sw/  [(Sw)]
/…wS/  [(wS)]

Representative data from the same children is given in (8); mean age at this stage is 1;4
(Avivit Ben-David, p.c.).
2

Adam (2002) uses a somewhat different set of constraints to analyze this data (see Tessier 2007b).
To ensure that stress is not shifted to minimize truncation, a faithfulness constraint like IDENTSTRESS must be weighted more highly than MAXV. This stage also requires that MAXV be weighted above
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preserved.
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(8)

Data from the Disyllabic Stage (Adam 2002: 79)
input: /…wS/
input: /…Sw/
target
child
gloss
target
child
gloss
‘book’
se.fer
se.fer
ka.dur
a.dur ‘ball’
‘necklace’
‘cat’
ar.e.ret
e.tet
xa.tul
a.tul
‘to drink’
de.det ‘to get down’
li.tot
i.tot
la.re.det
‘kiss (n.)’
la.ka.xat
ka.xat ‘to take’
ne..ka i.ka

The only difference in weighting conditions necessary to distinguish the Trochaic
Stage from the Disyllabic Stage is found in the relative weights of the Markedness
constraint TROCHEE and the Faithfulness constraint MAXV. With the weight of TROCHEE
reduced to below that of MAXV and the weight of ALIGN-FT-L remaining high, the
disyllabic truncation pattern emerges. Pretonic syllables in target /…wSw/ forms
continue to be deleted, leaving a single trochaic disyllable (9a). Pretonic syllables in /wS/
targets are now realized faithfully however (9b), resulting in the type of iambic disyllable
not allowed during the earlier Trochaic Stage. Longer words with final stress are also
truncated to disyllables – i.e., /wwS/  [(wS)].
(9) a. Longer words with penultimate stress are truncated: /wSw/  [(Sw)]4
MAXV
TROCHEE
ALIGN-FT-L
/ar.e.ret/
H
‘necklace’
w=100
w=60
w=40
 (e.tet)
-1
-1(60) = -60
-1
-1(100) = -100
ar.(e.tet)
(9) b. Disyllables with final stress are realized faithfully: /wS/  [(wS)]
MAXV
TROCHEE
ALIGN-FT-L
/ka.dur/
H
‘ball’
w=100
w=60
w=40
-1(60) = -60
-1
(dur)
-1
-1(100) = -100
a.(dur)
 (a.dur)
-1(40) = -40
-1
The necessary weighting conditions for the Disyllabic Stage are contrasted with
those for the Trochaic Stage in (10).
(10)

Trochaic Stage:
Disyllabic Stage:

wALIGN-FT-L, wTROCHEE > wMAXV
wALIGN-FT-L > wMAXV > wTROCHEE

4
The choice to build a trochee rather than an iamb around the stressed syllable – i.e., (e.tet) vs.
*(a.re) – reflects a well-known pressure in child grammars to retain final syllables (see e.g., Echols &
Newport 1992, Pater 1997, Adam 2002). This pressure can be applied using an ANCHOR constraint (see
esp. Pater 1997).
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2.3

The Hebrew Intermediate-Faith Stage

Crosslinguistically, many children begin to acquire nouns before verbs5 – a pattern
robustly attested in Hebrew development (Adam & Bat-El 2007). In this context, Bat-El
(2007) discusses a child whose lag in verb production is accompanied by an innovative
pattern of morphologically-sensitive phonology. To quote Bat-El (2007: 8), “When the
child starts producing verbs, he does not assume the prosodic structures already available
for nouns, but rather starts fresh and proceeds on an independent (but not different)
developmental path.” While nouns are produced in accordance with the later Disyllabic
Stage discussed in section 2.2, the newly-acquired verbs are produced in accordance with
the earlier Trochaic Stage discussed in section 2.1. The contrast between these two
patterns is apparent in target words with final stress.
(11)

Disyllabic Stage (nouns):
Trochaic Stage (verbs):

/...wS/  [(S)]
/...wS/  [(wS)]

This difference in truncation patterns is based purely upon the morphological
category of the target word. The grammar of the child includes both the Trochaic and
Disyllabic truncation patterns, but their distribution is morphologically conditioned.
(12) Data from the Morphological Split (IF) Stage (Bat-El 2007)
Nouns
target
child
target
/…wS/
[(wS)]
Age
gloss
/…wS/
1;05.04 bak.buk
buk.buk ‘bottle’
ma.pric
1;05.08 ar.ye
‘lion’
a.ye
ho.rid
‘donut’
1;06.12 suf.gan.ja in.ja
ko.fec
1;06.20 liv.ya.tan i.tan
‘crocodile’
na.fal

Verbs
child
[(S)]
pic
yit
fec
fal

gloss
‘squirt’
‘put down’
‘jump’
‘fell’

Longitudinal data from Bat-El’s (2007) study shows that this split in truncation
behaviour persists, with some variation, for several months. The table in (13) tracks this
development through the proportion of nouns and verbs with final stress that are realized
as [(wS)] – i.e., in a manner consistent with the later Disyllable Stage – at each age.
(13) Longitudinal development of /…wS/ truncation patterns (Bat-El 2007)
Nouns
Verbs
/…wS/ [(wS)] % [(wS)] /…wS/ [(wS)] % [(wS)]
targets outputs outputs targets outputs
outputs
Age Range
1;02.00-1;03.05
10
3
30%
–
–
–
1;03.14-1;05.14
45
32
71%
6
0
0%
1;05.08-1;07.02
244
187
77%
44
22
50%
1;07.09-1;09.00
346
296
86%
114
81
71%
5

The scope of this generalization is a matter of some debate. See Gentner & Boroditsky (2001) for
a recent review.
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The developing phonology of this child thus shows three distinct stages – an early
trochaic stage where almost exclusively nouns are produced and these are all reduced to
trochees, a later intermediate stage where nouns are realized as trochaic or iambic
disyllables and newly-acquired verbs are mostly realized as trochees, and a final stage
where nouns and verbs are both generally realized as disyllables. Abstracting away from
the variation, we can summarize the stages as in (14):
(14)

a. Trochaic Stage
/…Sw/  [(Sw)]
/…wS/  [(S)]

b.

Intermediate Stage
/…Sw/
 [(Sw)]
/…wS/noun  [(wS)]
/…wS/verb  [(S)]

c.

Disyllabic Stage
/…Sw/  [(Sw)]
/…wS/  [(wS)]

In order to account for the difference in the truncation patterns of nouns and verbs
at the innovative intermediate stage, a constraint is required that will protect segments in
the privileged noun context from deletion, preferring the /…wS/noun  [(wS)] mapping to
one where the pre-tonic syllable is deleted. Drawing on work by Smith (2000, 2001), we
propose that the relevant constraint is MAXV-NOUN, a constraint belonging to the family
of positional faithfulness constraints (Beckman 1998).6
(15)

MAXV-NOUN: For nouns, assign one violation mark to any vowel in the input
that lacks an output correspondent.

As outlined above, the difference between the basic Trochaic and Disyllabic
Stages comes from the relative weights of MAXV and TROCHEE (see 10). The addition of
MAXV-NOUN allows us to capture the different treatment of finally-stressed nouns and
verbs in this child’s IF Stage through a gang effect of the type outlined in section 1.
(16)

Weighting Conditions for Intermediate Faith Stage:
 Disyllabic pattern for nouns
[wMAXV-NOUN + wMAXV] > wTROCHEE
wTROCHEE > wMAXV
 Trochaic pattern for verbs

With ALIGN-FT-L heavily weighted and feet therefore necessarily left aligned, the
weighting conditions in (16) produce the attested noun-verb asymmetry. As shown in
(17), the inequality [wMAXV-NOUN + wMAXV] > wTROCHEE ensures that nouns with
final stress retain two syllables in their output foot (17a), while the inequality
wTROCHEE > wMAXV ensures that non-nouns with final stress are realized as
monosyllabic trochees (17b).
(17) a. Finally-stressed nouns preserve two syllables: /wS/noun  [(wS)]
MAXV
MAXV-NOUN
TROCHEE
/ka.dur/
H
‘ball’
w=60
w=40
w=30
-1(40) + -1(30) = -70
-1
-1
(dur)
 (ka.dur)
-1
-1(60) = -60
6

See Bat-El (2007) for an alternative proposal based on preserving surface contrasts between
morphological categories.
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(17) b. Finally-stressed verbs are truncated to one syllable: /wS/verb  [(S)]
MAXV-NOUN
MAXV
TROCHEE
/na.fal/
H
‘fell’
w=40
w=60
w=30
 (fal)
-1(40) = -40
-1
-1
-1(60) = -60
(na.fal)
This morphologically-sensitive stage is intermediate between the simple Trochaic
and Disyllabic Stages discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2. As the child passes from the
Trochaic Stage to the IF Stage, the weights of general and specific faithfulness
constraints increase until they are jointly great enough to gang up and overcome the
weight of the conflicting markedness constraint. Then, as the child then passes from the
IF Stage to the Disyllabic Stage, the weight of the general faithfulness constraint alone
becomes great enough to overcome the weight of the conflicting markedness constraint.
This trajectory of constraint inequalities is summarized in (18) below:
(18)

Stage 1:

wTROCHEE > [wMAXV-NOUN + wMAXV]
wTROCHEE > wMAXV

Trochaic Stage

Stage 2:

[wMAXV-NOUN + wMAXV] > wTROCHEE
wTROCHEE > wMAXV

IF Stage

Stage 3:

[wMAXV-NOUN + wMAXV] > wTROCHEE
wMAXV > wTROCHEE

Disyllabic Stage

In this section we have seen that IF stages like the Hebrew MAXV-NOUN case can
emerge as children acquire their L1 phonology even when the target language provides
no direct evidence for such a pattern. The following section demonstrates how the HGGLA learner naturally passes through the sequence in (18) based solely on positive
evidence from the target. This is a significant result, given the difficulties that rankedconstraint learners face when confronted with the same task (see, e.g., Hayes & Londe
2006, Tessier 2007a).
3.

Gradual Learning and IF Stages

The HG-GLA learning procedure employed here shares two key properties with the OT
Gradual Learning Algorithm (OT-GLA; Boersma 1998, Boersma & Hayes 2001). First,
learning is gradual, proceeding in stage-like fashion from the initial state until a stable
approximation of the target language is reached. Second, learning is error-driven, with
the existing grammar being changed just when a target-language form cannot be
faithfully reproduced. To these properties, we add the assumption that Markedness
constraints are initially biased toward higher values than IO-Faithfulness constraints (cf.
Demuth 1995, Gnanadesikan 2004, Pater 1997, Smolensky 1996). We implement this
bias by starting the HG-GLA learning procedure with all Markedness constraints
weighted at 100 and all IO-Faithfulness constraints weighted at zero (see Jesney &
Tessier 2007 for discussion).
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3.1

Gradual Learning with Weighted Constraints

With the constraints introduced in section 2 and a wM > wF initial state, our Hebrew
learner naturally begins at the initial Trochaic Stage discussed in section 2.1. Both nouns
and verbs with final stress are reduced to monosyllabic trochees, contrary to the pattern
found in the target language. (In this section’s tableaux, productions consistent with the
Trochaic Stage pattern – i.e., errors – are indicated with  and target-like disyllabic
productions are indicated with .)
(19) a. Stage 1: Target disyllabic nouns with final stress are truncated: /wS/  [(S)]
MAXV
MAXV-NOUN
TROCHEE
/ka.dur/
H
‘ball’
w=100
w=0
w=0
W-1
 (dur)
-1(0)+-1(0) = 0
W-1
L-1
-1(100) = -100
(ka.dur)
(19) b. Stage 1: Target disyllabic verbs with final stress are also truncated: /wS/  [(S)]
MAXV
TROCHEE
MAXV-NOUN
/na.fal/
H
‘fell’
w=100
w=0
w=0
 (fal)
W-1
-1(0) = 0
L-1
-1(100) = -100
(na.fal)
From this initial stage, learning proceeds as in (20) (see Boersma & Weenink
2007, Jäger to appear, Pater to appear). This procedure ensures that, with each error, the
values of constraints favouring the target output (the winner, W) are increased (indicated
by
) and the values of constraints favouring the erroneous form (the loser, L) are
decreased (indicated by
).
(20)

Given a target input-output pair from the ambient language, the learner takes the
input and feeds it to his grammar to determine which output candidate his
current grammar deems optimal.
• If the output candidate selected by his grammar matches the target output, the
grammar remains unchanged.
• If the output candidate selected by his grammar does not match the target
output, each constraint value is the adjusted by n(x - y), where 0 < n < 1, and
x is the number of violations of the constraint incurred by the loser and y is
the number of violations of the constraint incurred by the winner.7

The errors in (19a) and (19b) both demonstrate that the loser-favouring constraint
TROCHEE must be demoted. Errors involving nouns (19a) also demonstrate that the
7

As Pater (to appear) notes, this readjustment procedure for weighted constraints is essentially the
Perceptron update rule of Rosenblatt (1958). The general learning procedure is much the same as with the
ranked-constraint GLA (Boersma 1998, Boersma & Hayes 2001); with the OT-GLA, however, all winnerfavouring constraints are adjusted upward and all loser-favouring constraints are adjusted downward by the
same small amount n, regardless of the number of violations incurred by the winner vs. the loser.
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winner-favouring constraints MAXV and MAXV-NOUN must be promoted, while errors
involving verbs (19b) provide additional evidence for the promotion of MAXV. Learning
from these errors leads, after approximately 40 repetitions in Praat (Boersma & Weenink
2007), to the Intermediate Faithfulness Stage in (21) where finally-stressed nouns are
realized faithfully as [(wS)] and finally-stressed verbs are truncated to [(S)].8 With the
adjusted weights, MAXV and MAXV-NOUN together can gang up to overcome the weight
of TROCHEE, resulting in a disyllabic form for nouns (21a). The weight of MAXV alone,
however, is insufficient to overcome the weight of TROCHEE, resulting in a trochaic
monosyllabic form for verbs (21b).
(21) a. Stage 2: Target disyllabic nouns with final stress are not truncated: /wS/  [(wS)]
TROCHEE
MAXV
MAXV-NOUN
/ka.dur/
H
‘ball’
w=57
w=43
w=21
-1(43)+ -1(21) = -64
-1
-1
(dur)
 (ka.dur)
-1(57) = -57
-1
(21) b. Stage 2: Target disyllabic verbs with final stress are truncated: /wS/  [(S)]
MAXV
MAXV-NOUN
TROCHEE
/na.fal/
H
‘fell’
w=57
w=43
w=21
 (fal)
-1(43) = -43
W-1
L-1
-1(57) = -57
(na.fal)
Since the IF grammar still makes errors with verbs (21b), the learner that has
reached this stage continues to make adjustments to values of the implicated constraints
TROCHEE and MAXV. Learning thus proceeds for approximately thirty more repetitions
until reaching the Disyllabic Stage – which, for this grammar fragment, is the target. The
HG-GLA learner has thus passed through each of the stages summarized in (18),
reflecting precisely the patterns attested in child acquisition of Hebrew.
(22) Stage 3: Target disyllabic verbs with final stress are not truncated: /wS/  [(wS)]
TROCHEE MAXV-NOUN
MAXV
/na.fal/
H
‘fell’
w=47
w=21
w=53
-1
-1(53) = -53
(fal)
 (na.fal)
-1
-1(47) = -47
The key result of this section is that the HG-GLA learner, relying only on positive
evidence from the target language, readily passes through the IF stage. Furthermore, this
stage emerges without reference to cues in the learner’s errors or to any a priori bias

8

Praat simulation parameters: ‘LinearOT’ decision mode, 1.0 initial plasticity, 0.1 plasticity
decrement, 2.0 evaluation noise. Nouns and verbs were fed to the learner in equal amounts; different
proportions would produce different weights, but the gang effect IF stage will always emerge if the learner
is exposed to at least some nouns.
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affecting the weight of MAXV relative to that of MAXV-NOUN. As section 3.2 shows,
this result is not as easily achieved with a grammar of ranked constraints.
3.2

Gradual Learning with Ranked Constraints

In order to model the three stages described above using a grammar of ranked OT
constraints, the rankings in (23) must follow in sequence. Here, the IF Stage 2 is a
consequence of the Specific Faithfulness constraint MAXV-NOUN outranking the
Markedness constraint TROCHEE, which in turn outranks the General Faithfulness
constraint MAXV.
(23)

Stage 1:
Stage 2:
Stage 3:

TROCHEE >> MAXV, MAXV-NOUN
MAXV-NOUN >> TROCHEE >> MAXV
MAXV, (MAXV-NOUN) >> TROCHEE

Trochaic Stage
IF Stage
Disyllabic Stage

As has been noted elsewhere (e.g., Hayes & Londe 2006, Tessier 2007a), the
crucial IF Stage 2 does not follow simply in a gradual learning model like the GLA using
ranked constraints (Boersma 1998, Boersma & Hayes 2001). The problem is tied to the
superset-subset relationship that holds between the General and Specific Faithfulness
constraints MAXV and MAXV-NOUN. The initial stage persists until one or both
Faithfulness constraints outrank TROCHEE. Since errors involving both nouns and verbs
prompt the promotion of MAXV but only errors involving nouns prompt the promotion of
MAXV-NOUN, the first constraint to overcome TROCHEE will necessarily be the general
MAXV, and the next stage will be that in (24) below.
(24) a. Stage 3: Disyllabic nouns with final stress are not truncated: /wS/  [(wS)]
MAXV TROCHEE MAXV-NOUN
/ka.dur/ ‘ball’
(dur)
 (ka.dur)

*

*!
*

(24) b. Stage 3: Disyllabic verbs with final stress are not truncated: /wS/  [(wS)]
MAXV
TROCHEE
MAXV-NOUN
/na.fal / ‘fell’
*!
(fal)
*
 (na.fal)
The stage in (24) is the final Disyllabic Stage, not the attested Intermediate
Faithfulness Stage that the gradual HG-GLA learner so easily passed through. Indeed,
without additional assumptions that prove difficult to implement, the OT-GLA learner
will never pass through a restrictive IF stage (for related discussion, see Hayes 2004,
Prince & Tesar 2004, Tessier 2007a). While the difficulties facing the OT learner might
eventually be overcome, we consider the HG-GLA learning results discussed here to be
of particular importance precisely because these difficulties are never encountered. No
additional biases or language-specific stipulations are required for the HG-GLA learner
to pass through the full set of attested stages.
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4.

Conclusions

Children spontaneously innovate patterns of faithfulness in privileged contexts during the
course of acquisition. Such stages are both restrictive – permitting marked structures only
in a subset of the target environments – and emergent – observed in child language
despite a lack of specific target-language evidence to support them.
Here we have considered a case of enhanced faithfulness to nouns over verbs in
the acquisition of Hebrew. While this asymmetry has been previously reported in other
adult phonologies (Smith 2000, 2001), we are not aware of any previous evidence for this
IF stage in children. Previous work has, however, reported many IF stages involving
prosodically-defined positions of prominence. Stressed syllables, for example, often
admit more marked structures than unstressed syllables in developing grammars (in this
context, see Tessier 2007a, and also Goad & Rose 2004, Revithiadou & Tzakosta 2004,
Rose 2000). All such IF stages can be readily modeled using the HG-GLA learning
procedure described here, but pose a considerable challenge for learning systems using
ranked constraints (see Jesney & Tessier 2007, Pater, Jesney & Tessier 2007).
One interesting remaining issue is the provenance of the Specific Faithfulness
constraints at work in IF stages. One possibility is that all constraints, including Specific
Faithfulness constraints, are simply part of an innate constraint set. Another possibility is
that the salience of particular elements in the input (nouns, onsets, stressed syllables, etc.)
leads the learner to innovate faithfulness constraints specific to these categories and
positions. Regardless of the source of these constraints, their co-existence with General
Faithfulness constraints poses a serious challenge in modeling the acquisition of ranked
constraint grammars. As this paper has shown, however, the co-existence of Specific and
General Faithfulness constraints is unproblematic for a gradual learner using weighted
HG constraints. Restrictive Intermediate Faithfulness stages emerge naturally in the HGGLA model based simply upon the positive evidence provided by the target language.
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